LEADS AGAINST NT

1. 2 NT on your right, you pass, 3 NT, all pass
   You hold 986   AQ62   KQ43   Q6   what do you lead and why?

2. 1 NT on your right, pass by you, 3 NT all pass
   You hold 1094   108542   73   532   what do you lead and why?

3. 1 NT on your right, pass by you, 3 NT all pass
   You hold K94   AQ853   42   653   what do you lead and why?

4. 1 NT on your right, pass by you, 3 NT, all pass
   You hold AQ64   KJ75   KJ   952, what do you lead and why?

5. 1 NT on your right, pass by you, 2 clubs on your left, pass by partner, 2 hearts by opener, pass by you, 3 NT, all pass
   You hold KJ83   Q962   876   Q2   what do you lead and why?

You hold AKJ109 and on lead against NT, the lead of an ACE asks partner to drop an honor if he has one, if he doesn’t, he gives count.

The lead of a K, asks for ATTITUDE

You hold KQ1098 and on lead against NT, the lead of the Q, asks partner to play the J if he has it, so you can continue the suit, why else would partner be leading the Q, when you’re looking at the J?